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Ludwigsburg/Germany, March 2, 2021. Tickets are now on sale for FMX’s first online edition, taking place from May
4 to 6. Being one of the world's most influential digital entertainment conferences, FMX will feature a virtual program of
exceptional media creators who will share their insights. To purchase tickets, visit www.fmx.de/tickets. Also, we are
delighted to confirm new speakers for presentations on David Fincher’s Mank by Territory Studio, George Clooney’s The
Midnight Sky by NVIZ and The Liberator by Juice. Furthermore, we are happy to confirm the first Forum Partners with
workshops and their participation in the recruiting and schools sections.
The making of Jim Button and the Wild 13
The cinematic adaptation of the book Jim Button and the Wild 13 by legendary author Michael Ende (The
Neverending Story) is packed with breath-taking VFX. The family adventure movie directed by Dennis Gansel is a
sequel to Jim Button and Luke the Engine Driver (2018) and tells the story of orphan boy Jim's journey in search of his
origin. Together with Luke the Engine Driver and their flying locomotives Emma and Molly, he travels through visually
stunning worlds full of magical creatures. The VFX which brought Ende's fantastic story to life in a live action movie
were created through a collaboration between several internationally acclaimed German VFX studios.
We are delighted to have five representatives of this Rat Pack Film production at this year's FMX online edition, giving
an insight into the making of this VFX masterpiece: The film's Production VFX supervisor Frank Schlegel
(Independent) and VFX supervisors Juri Stanossek (Mackevision) and Andreas Giesen (Rise Visual Effects Studios)
will be joined by VFX Producer Julia Smola (Scanline VFX) and Senior CG Supervisor Chris Nickel (Trixter).
'Enhanced Locations' – Bringing a 615-year-old palace to life through Next Generation AR
Over the past few years Nexus Studios have paved the way for the future of Augmented Reality through the creation of
'Enhanced Locations', a term used to describe how real world places such as venues, theme parks, stadiums and
galleries are mapped out digitally using the latest Visual Positioning technologies so that hyper accurate 3D content can
be placed intelligently in situ. Hear from Nexus Studios Creative Director Alex Jenkins on their journey and their latest
project which saw them bring a 615-year-old Korean palace to life through a ground-breaking AR guided tour, featuring
a playful and enigmatic wayfinding character. Visitors are able to interact with members of the Joseon dynasty,
reimagined in AR and partake in ancient customs and traditions. All streamed to the highest ever quality achieved in AR
for mobile.
Baobab Studios: The Making of Baba Yaga
The six-time Emmy Award-winning team from Baobab Studios share their insights on making their latest interactive
animation, BABA YAGA. BABA YAGA is a contemporary portrayal of the Eastern European legend breathed to life with
illustrative 2D pop-up animation, as well as hand-drawn and stop-motion styles, creating a modern visual language for
VR inspired by classic animation. Look forward to Maureen Fan (CEO/Co-founder Baobab Studios), Eric Darnell
(CCO/Co-founder Baobab Studios, Writer/Director BABA YAGA), Mathias Chelebourg (Co-Director BABA YAGA),
Vanessa Rojas (Editor BABA YAGA) and Nathaniel Dirksen (Producer/CG Supervisor BABA YAGA) discussing all
aspects of the making of the film and how they incorporated interactivity to "make you, the audience, matter".
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Editor's Notes:
FMX is an event by Filmakademie Baden-Wuerttemberg GmbH, organized by Animationsinstitut and funded by the
Ministry of Science, Research and Arts and the Ministry of Economic Affairs, Labour and Housing of the State of BadenWürttemberg, the City of Stuttgart and MFG Baden-Wuerttemberg. Together with the Stuttgart International Festival of
Animated Film (ITFS), FMX organizes the Animation Production Days (APD).

Further information at www.fmx.de

